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propagation corrections for the test area are presented. It
v/as foimd that scrupulous application of the differential
technique and rigorou.s calibr?-tion procedures improved the
absolute position accurac'- of a mobile Loran-C receiver to
something less thar. 100 m.eters (dimis).
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I. ADVAITTAGSS 0? THE L0R;l1-T-G SYSTEM
Present hydrographic survey procedures rely heavily
upon electronic positioning systems, typicall;/ medium-
frequency systems v/hich require substantial shoreside instal-
lations for the antennas and ground planes. There are
attendant problems with logistics, land use permits and
vandalism. In addition, situations arise where the geometric
confi.guration of the medium-frequency system being used for
a particular survey leaves some portion of the area less
than adequately covered. A positioning system based on
loran-C, or some combination of Loran-C and medium-frequenc.y
systems, could alleviate these problems. V/ith its trans-
mitters already in place and continuously operating, a
Loran-C system would require none of the shoreside installa-
tions associated v/ith medium-frequency stations. As discussed
later, the differential Loran-G technique does require estab-
lishing shoreside receivers, but the installation would be
much smaller and simpler than that of a medium-frequency
transmitter. Used in a combined system, Loran-C could
supplement the medium-frequency system by providing addi-
tional coverage. For example, the medium-frequency stations
could be positioned to provide the best coverage in the near-
shore areas of the survey/ v/hile leaving the offshore areas
to be covered by Loran-C. Additional scenarios can be
imagined where the application of Loran-C v/ould be adva-nta-
ffeous.

Loran-C has not had widespread, use as a hydrographic
positioning system because of its comparativel3r poorer
accuracy. The gr stem v/as designed to provide a repeatable
position accuracy of 0.25 nautical miles (463 meters) while
most hydrographic applications require almost an order of
magnitude better accuracy in absolute position. Because
of improvements in equipment and data processing procedures,
the potential accuracy of the system has been improving.
Recent investigators have quoted positional accuracies in
tens rather than hundreds of meters for some applica.tions.
This work v/as largely stimulated by one such study {c-oddard,
1973 in v/hich, a position repeatability of 6 meters was
obtained (one drms). It v/as decided to review the present
and future potential of Loran-G in order to estimate its
usefulness as a positioning system for hydrographic surveys.
As discussed in this report, it appears that absolute
positional accuracies in the range of 40 to 100 m.eters
(drms) are presently achievable in a Loran-C system if
sufficient geodetic calibrations are obtained and differential
correction techniques employed. G-iven these accuracies and
caveats, such a system would be of little value in routine
hydrographic survey operations in the coastal waters of
the United States. It should be noted, hov/ever, that the
system accuracy/ is highly sensitive to any improvements in
receiver performance and the model used to account for the
effects of overland propagation. Both of these aspects
of the Loran-C system are being studied extensively and it

is likely that significant improvements will be forthcoming.
The increase in research and development v/ork has been stimu-
lated hy the Department of Transportation decision in 1974
to implement Loran-C as the radionavigation system for the
Coastal Conference Zone of the United States, ;/ith this
long-tenn commitment to the availability of Loran-C, new
techniques and improved equipment designs are being pursued
by both government and industry. The result will surely be
an improved Loran-C s^/stem with wider applicability for use
as a positioning S37"stera in hydrographic survey/ operations.
10

II. TIKE DIFFE-REIIC3 EQUATIOI-t
The following discussion asstines considerable familiarity
with the basic Loran-G syst.em, General descriptions are widely
available in government publications and texts on navigation,
A comprehensive reviev; may be found in the .\merican Practi-
cal ^'avigator (dFJi, 19V 5] .
In its traditional application, Loran-C is a time dif-
ference, hyperbolic positioning system. Each observed time
difference, or rate, provides one hyperbolic line-of-position.
B3'' observing the transmissions from three stations, two
hyperbolic rates are measured and a position can be deter-
mined by either graphical or analytical techniques. The
graphical solution technique is commonly used in conjunction
v/ith nautical charts where the rates are pre-plotted and the
user merely locates the intersection of his observed rates.
The analj'-tical solution offers better precision and more
flexibility than the graphical technique. The following
discussion develops the basic time difference equations
which are used to compute a geographic position from
observed Loran rates.
The time difference observed at a receiver is the
difference in arrival times for signals from the master
and one secondajr;' transmitter in the chain. Because all
transmitters share the same frequencies, their signals
must be separated in time to prevent interference. Each
11

station repetitively transmits a burst of pulses follov/ed
03'- a relatively longer silent period. The chain is s^rn-
chronized so that the master transmits first followed hv
each of the secondaries in turn. The transmission of each
secondary is dela7/ed by a specified amount (the emission
delaj) so that nowhere in the coverage area v/ill signals
from one station overlap another.
Referring to Figure 1 v;ith a receiver located a.t point R,
the observed time difference using the master I-I and secon-
dary '.7 is,
Tm = ED,.,- + t,, - t,^ (1)
v/-here SD.,^ is the emmission delay specified for secondary "•[,
and t,,, and t-,^ are the travel times from the secondary 'Y to R
and the master to R respectively.
In order to e:cpress the time difference as a fimction
of geographic position, the travel time t is separated into
additive terms.
n
t = ^ D -f F (2)
where c = free space propagation velocit;/, n = index of
refraction for a standard atmosphere, D = geodesic distan.ce
from the transmitter to receiver, and F is the so called
Phase Factor v/hich corrects for the retarding effects of
the earth's surface along the path. Substituting this form
into the time difference equation gives a pair of equations,
TDW = SD,^ + -2. (D,, - D,p + F.^ - Fj^
TDY = FD^ +
-| (D^ - D,,p + ^Y - ^M
12

^ W (transmits at t=EDyy)
A M (transmits at t = 0)
Y A'
( transmits at t = EDy)
?i;giire 1. Components of Time Difference Measurement
Loran transmitters located at '7, X and Y and Receiver
at R. Refer to text for explanation.
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which relate the Loran. time differences j?DV/ and TDY to the
distances from each of the three transmitters. Several
computational techniques have been used in order to solve
these equations for the geographic position of the receiver
Qfor example, Campbell, 196 5J . Most are iterative in that
time differences are computed using an estimated position
of the receiver and then compared to the observed values.
7/ith this information, a nev; position is chosen and time
differences recomputed. The process repeats until the
computed and observed TDs agree to v/ithin some specified
tolerance. Systematic errors result from inaccurate pre-




The differential Loran-C technique is a method of improving
the temporal stabilit3r and repeatability of the system,
Pixed-monitor receivers are located in the geographic area
of interest and average tim.e differences determined. Changing
propagation conditions and transmitter instabilities are
detected as deviations from these average time difference
va.liies. These deviations are then used as differential
corrections for other receivers in the nearby area.
It has been also suggested that this technique can be
used to determine geographic corrections for an area. In
concept, if the geographic position of the monitor receiver
were knov/n, then the differences betv/een the computed and
observed rates at the monitor v/ould constitute corrections
applicable to other nearby receivers. Applying these correc-
tions should allov/ an accurate computation of the geographic
position of the receiver. In the context of the subsequent
discussion in this paper, this is equivalent to determining
the systematic errors or overland propagation corrections
of the Loran net at a single point in the area of interest.
Because the overland corrections change significantly in
passing across the land-sea interface, a shore-based monitor
would be of little value in determining the s^rstematic
errors offshore v/here the survey vessel is operating. The
implication for a hydrographic positioning system is that
15

the geographic position of the shore-based monitor need not
"be determined nor be a criteria in the selection of monitor
sites.
The differential technique is necessary, hov/ever, in
order to eliminate significant temporal fluctuations in the
Loran rates. Several tests have shown that these temporal
instabilities are v/ell correlated over distances on the
order of 100 kilometers even across the land-sea interface.
One such test [G-oddard, 1973 used a stationaj?^;" receiver
v/hich v/as shifted among five different sites along the
shore of Delav/are 3av and one site at an. offshore lighthouse
over a six v/eek period. Tv/o fixed monitors v/ere used in
order to test the differential technique over a variety of
separation distances from about 30 to 130 kilometers. jlien
differential corrections were made at 100-second intervals
using 100-second average values at the monitor and receiver,
the temporal instability of the receiver v/as significajitl:/
reduced. Expressing the instability as the standard devia.-
tion of the observed values, the improvement was from, a
maximum of 0.07 microseconds uncorrected dov/Ti to something
less than 0.02 microseconds after correction, A similar
improvement v/as observed on each of the separation distances
tested.
This correlation is essential if a shore-based monitor
is to provide useful corrections for a survey vessel operating
offshore. Yeronda [l977, p. 33] has suggested that this
correlation distance may be as great as 240 kilometers if
16

the monitor is located along the si,gnal path to the working
area. Thus in choosing the monitor site or sites, due con-
sideration must he given to differences in the paths from
transraitter-to-monitor and transmitter-to-survey area.
?or example, situations where the path to the monitor is
entirel^^ over land while the one to the survej^ axea is
largely seawater should he avoided. By locating the moni-
tors on peninsulas, headlands, or offshore islaiids, this
situation should rarely develop.
It is interesting to note that the System Area Monitor
(SAI'l) stations associated v/ith each Loran chain apply
differential-type corrections to the Loraji rates in rea.1-
time. These S/J-I stations continuously monitor the signals
from all transmitters in the chain. If the obser^/ed time
difference deviates oy more than 0.05 microseconds from its
e:cpected value, then the appropriate secondary is instructed
to ad;iust its emission delay time in order to remove the
error fv;C-A, 1976] . These real-time corrections are intended
to control timing errors hetv/een stations, hut they also
pick up any chan.ges in the propagation conditions which
ma.y occur on paths from the transmitter to the 3M'. site.
In comments on the remarkable stahilit3/ of the Loran rates
in San ?ran.cisco Harcor, Illgen (JlSTSj noted that the opera-
tion of the SI^'l at Point Pinos, which is some 130 kilomxeters





The sources of error in a Loran position can be dis-
cussed in terms of those effecting the repeatability of
the system vis-a-vis those producing systematic or time
invariant position errors. This separation corresponds
to the \'iejj in v/hich the corrections are applied. The
temporal vari actions monitored by the differential techjiique
are used to correct the observed rates; i.e,, improve the
repeatability of the observa.tions. The system^atic errors
are determined by calibration and applied to correct the
computed position.
The factors effecting repeatability are receiver errors,
transmitter timing errors, and ter.poral changes in propaga-
tion conditions v/hich result from v/eather related phenomena.
Systematic errors, as defined here, result from, geographic
differences in propagation conditions, such as the conductivity
and length of the overland portion of the signal path.
A. G-EOHETRIC DILUTIOIT 0? PRECISIOIT (C-DO?)
The h'T^erbolic geometry/ implicit in the time difference
equations affects the precision of the computed geographic
position. The effect is expressed as a gradient in meters
per microsecond v;hich is teined the Geom.etric Dilution of
Precision, Its functional form, is derived in airj of several
IS

references fitlantic Research Corp. , 1962, p. 13Q3 . The
GDOP factor expresses the combined effect of lane expansion
and decreasing intersection angles between the hyperbolic
arcs as the distance from the baselines of the loran chain
is increased. ?or the purpose of this discussion it suffices
to note that over the coastal waters of the United States,
the GDOP varies from about 200 to 2000 meters/microsecond.
The implication is that sn accuracy of 0.1 microsecond in
each rate gives a position accuracy/ betv/een 20 and 200 meters
Thus the geom.etr3^ of the Loran chain is significsjit in deter-
mining v/hether or not the system can provide su27vey qiiality
position data. The Defense Kapping Agenc;,^ has prepared
charts for each Loran-C chain v;hich depict the effective
coverage area depending upon the variation in Ct!DO? as well
as maximiun signal range and e:cpected si,gnal-to-noise condi-
tions. These are published as Loran-C Reliabilitry Diagrams
in the SL0RZ[5000 chart series.
3. RECEI^.^R ERilORS
Receiver errors are a function of the signal strength,
si.gnal-to-noise ratio, amoimt of slc3"//ave and cross-chain
interference, velocity and/or acceleration of the receiver,
and receiver desi.gn. Interference problems are m.inimal
because of phase coding applied to the transmitted pulses
and timing relationships between adjacent chains \\'JGA Pub.
ITo. 1, 1976]. The speed of t:,.^ical h^^drographic survey
19

vessels is less than 20 Idiots and its effect can be eliminated
by appropria.te sampling and filtering techniques.
Under favorable signal-to-noise conditions, several
commercial receivers have exhibited time difference errors
v/ith a standard deviation of less than 0.1 microsecond P'/G-A,
1977J . This is obtained v/ith averaging times on the order
of a fev/ seconds, corresponding to an average of 10 to 100
measurements depending on the repetition rate of the chain.
Because of Loran geometry, significantl3r better performance
is needed in order to obtain typical survey accuracies over
much of the U, S. coastal v;aters. A performance goal of
0.05 microsecond is not unreasonable. Improved receivers
can be eiODected in the next fev; years. Longer effective
averaging times can be achieved by designing processing
schemes which incorporate ship course and speed data.
Improved performance in stationar7y receivers has already
been dem.onstrated; for example, G-oddard ri973j used 100-second
averages and achieved standard errors on the order of 0.01
microsecond.
Si,gnal-to-noise conditions also effect perfoirmance.
Favorable conditions sxe -lOdB or better. In designing
the Loran transmitters, pov/er outputs are chosen to provide
suitable si.gnal strengths in the coverage area. At about
-4.Sd3, most receivers begin to exhibit increasing errors
until some minimum va.lue is reached and the receiver ceases
to track the signals. lor more information on receiver
performance ^onder vax^^ing conditions, Yeronda [1977] ha,s a
20

comprehensive list of available literature. The implication
for h^^drographic v/oric is that signal strength and signal-to-
noise infoiroation must he collected in order to insure data
qualit37. Several commercial receivers already provide these
outputs.
C. TRAIT SI-iTTTER TIMIITa ERRORS
Instability in cha.in timing and s3nichronization is the
least significant source of error. Cesium frequency standards
at each station provide a highl^r accurate timing reference. -
As noted in the discussion of differential Loran, the System
:irea Llonitors control chain timing to v/ithin 0.05 micro-
second. Field measurements ha-ve shov/n that the actual error
is considerably less than this control tolerance. Data
collected from the V/est Coast Loran chain gave a standajrd
deviation of 0.02 microseconds due to transmitter fliictua.-
tions [lllgen, 1973}. In any case, the differential Loran




y. LQ?J\I'T-C C-ROUITp 'JATE PROPAGATI Oil
Loran-C is a lov; frequency radionavigation s^rstem which
operates in the spectral hand of 90 to 110 kHz v/ith a 100 kHz
carrier frequency/. Propagation in this bajid has been studied
extensively^ over the past thirty years in conjunction with
a variety of navigation and comnunication systems, vhis
discussion considers only propagation effects on the phase
or travel time of the 100 kHz ground v/ave as seen by a sea-
level receiver located in the far field of the tra^ismitter.
Considera.tions of signal strength, sk^",-.'-ave propagation,
receiver altitiide, and inductive field effects nea.r the
transmitter are relatively unimportant for this application
of Loran-C positioning, --\ny of the general references on
loran-C contain additional inform.a.tion on propa.gation
including those aspects not specifically covered here.
Propagating as a ground v/ave, the Loran-C signal is
sensitive to the geophysical properties of the earth/atmos-
phere medium through which it is traveling. Table I sumi-
marizes the important properties and describes their effect
on the travel time of the signal relative to an assiLmed
seav/ater path which is typically used in Loran computations.
Those properties related to the earth's surface result in
errors of Lip to two or three microseconds relative to the
com.puted values (Sensus, 1976, and Eaton, 197^ . Atmospheric
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microsecond per day with shorter period fluctuations of
0.1 microsecond per hour ipoaerty and Johler, 1976} .''jinual
variations due to seasonal changes in hotlp. the atmosphere
and underlying surface can be as larQ:e as 0.7 microsecond
(Yeronda, 1977, using information from, several sources).
3y careful use of the differential Loran technique, these
temporal variations can be reduced to something less than
0.02 microsecond.
A. PHASE FACTORS
Using the classical Van der ?ol-Bremmer ground v/ave
theory, it is possible to develop a computer program to
calculate the actual travel time of a signal over com.plez
land-sea paths v/ith widel;/ var^/ing geophr/sical properties
[johler, 1969] . The method seems to be too cumbersome
for routine use in the hydro graphic survey applica.tion.
Instead, it is realistic to approximate the travel tim.e t
as,
t =
-|- D +\p + e (3)
where the terms are the same as given in equation (2) except
that the phase factor ? has been split into tv/o terms. In
this form, the term ~ Ii is called the Primarv Travel Time
,
c
with n=l. 000333 for the stajidard atmosphere and c=299.7942
m.eters/m.icrosecond. Hhe secondar"/^ Phase Factor \I/ describes
24

the delay of a si;^.al propagating over a smooth seav/ater
path relative to the primary'- travel time. I^ational Bureau
of Standards Circular 573 [johler, 1956j describes the com-
putation of \y for varying distances. The Additional
Secondary Factor g represents the additional delay accumu-
lated on non-seav/ater portions of the path; i.e., it describes
the lag of the actual si.gnal relative to an equivalent dis-
tance over sea-v/ater. The general time difference equation
becomes,
TD 4- (€j, -€3) = 513 + -^ (D3 - IX.0 + Xp. - Xi^., (A)
The advantage of this form is that the so called overland
correction, 6;^ - 6 q , is reduced to a relatively small tera
in the TD equation. Typical values are on the order of
several microseconds or less v/hile the total time difference
is on the order of 10 microseconds. Fi.g^are 2 shov/s the
theoretical form of the Additional Secondary Factor for three
h5'T)0thetical paths v/ith differing lengths of land path ^"."ait,
196 3J . '^'^^^Q land path lengths shov/n v/ere chosen because they
approximate the situation in liontere;^ Fay, California, v/here
the field experiment described later in this report v;as con-
ducted. The abrapt drop in the 6 values upon crossing the
coastline is the phase recover^r effect which occurs at any
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?igiire 2. Variations of Additional Secondai^/ Pactor ^vith
Distance on T3;^pical Land-Sea Paths
The curves asstime a uniform conductivity of
0.01 mho/m and a permitivity of 15. -he sea
path values are 4 mho/n and SO, respectively.
The phase recovery effect at the coastline is
s^nnholized hv the dashed nortions of the curves,
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B. 0"^/'ERLiAlTD PROPAGATION GOPilECTION
In order to use the time difference equations to compute
a position, it onl^;- remains to empirically/ measure the over-
land corrections for each rate. Terras on the right-hand- side
of equation (4) are either constants or computed quantities
depending on path distance. By subtracting observed and
computed TDs at a knov/n position, the overland corrections
can be empiricall.y determined for that position. The problem
in calibration is to extrapolate these corrections to the
surrounding area.
To complicate the problem, the spatial pattern of the
overland correction is one of hills and valleys representing
the subtraction of two independently varying £ fields.
Several calibration procedures have "oeer. developed v;hich
use observed TB values, but none have produced survey quality
corrections, '^"ne most promising method (poherty, 19'^2j com.-
bines measurements and some physical constraints of ground
v/ave propagation theory/. Using 75 land based measurements
in an axea of 100 kilometers square, it achieved a- R.M.vS.
position error of about 30 meters which is significantly
v;orse than that needed for hydrography. Although the method
requires a considerable degree of com.putational finesse,
such met;iods deserve further study with offshore data sets
to truly test their applicability to routine surve;^ opera-
tions. It appears that for the time being at least, there
is no method of reliably predicting overland corrections
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from relatively fev; calibration measurements. The hydro-
grapher is faced with the task of mapping the corrections
over much of the area and then interpreting the pattern
in order to extrapolate the corrections to the remainder
of the survey area. The procedure is not imlike that
presentl:/ employed v/ith medi^om frequenc:?" positioning sys-
tems, w'hile the h^^drographic community has considerable
experience v;ith medium frequencj'' systems, there has been
little v/ork v/ith long baseline Loran chains in order to
document the spatial variabilit3^ of the corrections in.
offshore areas.
In one study off the west coast of Vancouver Island,
p^aton 1979] observed a variation of 0.1 microsecond/kilometer
at about 25 kilometers offshore as the ship passed into the
shadov/ of the island. This probabl;/ represents a v/orst-case
situation. As discussed later in this report, measurements
in Monterey Ba:y suggested variations of less than 0.02
microsecond/kilometer, once free of the phase recover:.^
effects near the coast. Additional v/ork with fine grid
Loran prediction models and field measurements is needed in
order to explore the spatia.1 variability^ of the overland
corrections in offshore areas.
Table II summarizes the preceeding discussions on
sources of time difference errors and the effectiveness of
the various techniques to correct for them. I^he reader is
ca.utioned that these are estimated errors derived from many
different sources. There have been fev/ field tests in off-
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In order to test the use of differential Loran-C and
potential calibration procedures in a typical survey opera-
tion, a. series of tracklines v/ere rtm in the southern por-
tion of Llonterey Bay, Califoznia. As shov/n in ?i.e;iire 3,
the lines extended from 20 kilometers offshore to v/ithin
a few hundred meters of the beach in places. Position
data v/as recorded simultaneously from two systems; an on-
board Loran-G receiver and a range/range microwave system
v/hich v/as set-up over geodetic control points. The track-
lines v;ere run on tv/o separate da.ys, 12 June and 25 Jul37- 1979,
during daylight hours. ^he vessel used v;as the ?./7 ACAIHA
v/hich is operated by the ITaval ?ostgradua,te School. The
positioning equipment consisted of a Iiicrologic "!I—1000
Loran-C receiver, v:hich has a 0.01 microsecond resolution,
and a Motorola I^'ini Ranger III I-'icrowave System; both of
which v/ere provided b3'- the school.
Position data, from both systems v;ere manually lo-^ged
a.t tv;o miniite inter^/als v/hile the ship maintained constant
course and speed. Tra.veling at speeds of nine to ten knots,
this resiilted in positions at roughly 0.5 kilom.eter intervals
aJIong each trackline.
Loran coverage in this area, consists of the 9940-'.7, X













Figure 3. Location of Test Area in I-Iontere.y Ba^r
z positions from 12 Jijine 1979





Pigiire 4. Location of "vest Coast Lorsn-C Stations
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v/ and Y rates were recorded even though the X and Y pa.ir
provided hetter precision in this area. The V/-rate v/as
selEcted hecause of the close proximity of the S.vstem Area
Monitor at Point Pinos which controls both the X and Y
secondaries (see Figure 3). This control removes virtually
all temporal variation in the X and Y rates over lloTLterey
Bay naJkiing it impossible to test the differential technique.
It v/as hoped that the ';/ rate, which is controlled by a
monitor on the Oregon coast, v/ould show some significant
variations. Records of the time differences of all three
rates from the Point Pinos monitor v/ere examined. T.or.e
shov/ed an3^ variations over O.O4 microsecond during the tests,
with t;.^ical fluctuations of less than 0.01 microsecond.
This high degree of temporal stabilit3r resulted in negligible
differential corrections. In order to test the potential for
calibrating the Loran-C s^rstem over a limited aj?ea, the posi-
tions derived from the microwave system measurements v/ere
used to compute expected time differences at ea-ch point.
The difference betv;een these computed values and the observed
time differences constituted a set of estimates of the over-
land corrections.
A. !'IICR0-.7A\^ SYSTSr-I POSITIOYIIICr
The microv;ave system v/as used to fix the geographic posi-
tion of the ship by standard range/range computational, tech-
niques. The two ranging stations were set on known geographic
33

positions listed in TalDle III. Ship positions v/ere computed
on a Modified Transverse Mercator G-rid which, v/as centered
in the survey area [jYallace
,
197l] . In thJ.s way the errors
in computed latitude and longitude due to grid distortions
were minimized. Obviously bad positions which resulted
from infrequent ranging errors in the microwave system were
rejected. The microv/ave system had been calibrated over
Iciov/n baselines of 4633 and 17621 meters, 'v'ith a ranging
accuracy of - 3 meters as claimed oy the m.anufacturer, the
ship positions have a R.M.S. position error of less than 10
meters over the az*ea, v/hich was adequate to test the accuracy
of the Loran derived positions.
B. LORAIT-C POSITIOIT COI-IPUTATIOITS
Tim.e differences for each of the positions v/ere computed
assuming seav/ater path propagation using a fortran routine
adapted from one supplied b^/ the national Ocean Survey
Qliordan, 19793 . The computed and obsenrved time differences
v/ere compared and five positions v/ere rejected becau.se of
obvious busts in the recorded Loran values. This left 130
positions for the subsequent anal^/sis. The Loran system para-
meters used in the computations are listed in Table III. In
order to be consistent v/ith the ITa.tional Ocean Survey charts
of the area and the microv/ave s'.^stem positions, all computa-




TASLE III - Geographic Positions and Constants Used
in Position Computations









36 44 56.717 N
121 47 52.416 V/
36 37 17.540 N
121 54 11.357 ':!
36 37 31.123 IT
121 50 31.723 IT
Used on "both
12 June and 25 July
Used on 12 June
Used on 25 JuIt













39 33 07.03 IT
113 49 52.23 \I
47 03 43.32 IT
119 44 3^.73 W
35 19 13.32 IT





C. AiTALYSIS OP THE L0R.\1T DATA
Receiver error and velocity effects v/ere apparent in
the data. Ship motion and the five second averaging time
of the receiver resulted in observed TDs v/hich v/ere several
seconds old in comparison to the microv/ave system measure-
ments; i.e., the loran readings represented the position of
the ship several seconds before the microvmve system fix
v/as determined. In order to pa.rtiaJ.l;'^ compensate for this
effect, the o-bseir/ed TDs v/ere a.dv7-anced a distance equivalent
to that traveled by the ship in 2.5 seconds. Depending upon
the course end speed of the ship, the correction ranged
betv/een - 0.07 microsecond for the '7 rate and i 0.03 m.icro-
second for Y. In future v/ork, a computer based data logging
system could perform this correction in real-tim.e and obtain
better results.
In order to stud:/ the spatial vajriation of the overland
correction, the differences betv/een computed and obser^/ed
TDs v/ere calculated at each point. Defining these differences
as EY and E'.7 for the TDY and TD';/ rates, respectively^, it is
appa.rent that,
EY = £**- 6y + receiver error
and similarly for EV/. Thus these E values at each point con-
tain the information on the overland correction, but it is
masked b;^ receiver errors. For reference, a listing of
geographic position, the obser^/ed TDs and respective E values
has been aDDended to this report.
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Tests v/ith the ship stopped gave a random receiver
error of 0.05 and 0.07 microseconds (one standard deviation)
on the Y and ':! rates, respective!;/, v/hich v/as reasonaole
given the manufacturer's claim of 0.1 microsecond. In
order to reduce the effect of receiver error, the computed
E values v/ere spatially averaged over a circular area of
1300 meter radius around each position. Assuming that
receiver errors v/ere randoml'^ distributed, the increased
nuxiber of estimates tended to bring out the spatial pattern
of the overland corrections. The choice of a 1500 meter
averaging radius v/as somev/hat arbitrary. Given the 500 to
600 meter spacing of positions, this choice brought any-
v;here from 3 to 10 adjacent positions into the averaging
process. It obviously suppresses variations v/ith a sca^le
of less than 3 kilometers, but monotonic trends in the
pattern were preserved,
D. RESULTS
Pi.gures 5 and 6, v/hich depict the overland corrections
for the test area, v/ere derived from the spatially averaged
values. The contours indicated a rapid change in the cor-
rectors in the nearshore area due to phase recovery of the
signals after passing over the coast. At 12 kilometers
offshore the variation had dropped to somethJ.ng less than



















Fi.Ture 6. Overland Propagation Corrections, 9940-Y Rate
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averaged) v/hich v/ere 10 kilometers or more offshore, the





W ^ -1.16 0.08
The computed sta:idard deviations v/ere t;^pical of those
expected from a receiver v.dth e. standard error on the
order of 0.1 microsecond or less. Applying these average
corrections uniformly/ to the offshore positions gave a
R.M.S. distance error of 66 meters in the derived Loran
positions. If similar results had heen obtained v/ith the
X and Y rates, v;hich have oetter geometric precision in
the test area, the R.M.S. distajice error would have heen
reduced to about 42 m.eters.
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The i^Tational Ocean Survey/ has required that any electronic
positioning sj'^stein exhibit a R.K.3. distance error of less
than 0.5 millineter at the scale of the siiirrey. The
snaJ.lest scale routinely used for coastal surve3^s is 1:30,000
implying an allov/able error of 4-0 meters. On this basis,
it v,'as concluded that a positioning system based on Loran-C
in the hr/perbolic mode is unsuitable for routine hydrographic
use; given the R.II.S. distance error of 66 meters obtained
in the field test. Tr.e 42 m^eter accuracy (drms) quoted in
the results assumed sn atypical improvement in Loran geometry
v/hich invalidated its use as a test of the routine h^z-drogra.-
phic survey situation.
It should be noted, hov/ever, that these errors v/ere
largely due to random receiver errors v/hich v;ere estimated
to be on the order of 0.07 microsecond. Anj improvement in
receiver desi.gn or data sampling procedures v/hich would
bring this ran.dom error dov/n to something less than 0,05
microsecond could rnaJce a Loran-C positioning system for
hydro graphy feasible
.
The second largest source of error v/as fo^and to be the
unresolved spa.tial variations in the overland propagation
correction. ]?urther v/ork is needed to determine v/hether or
not these errors could be reduced to something less than
41

0,05 nicrosecond in offshore areas av/a-7 from the coastline
induced perturbations. The approach adopted in this study
v/as to determine the overlajid corrections empirically from
measuremients. Other approp.ches are possiole, such as
Doherty [l972]
,
v/hich comoine measurements v/ith physical
constraints of the ground v/a-ve propagation theory/. Tests
of such methods v/ith offshore data bases v/ould be extremely''
enliyhtening
.
Temporal instabilit"^ of the Loran rates v/as found to be
er. insignificant source of error, Tr.e investigations cited
in this report have indicated that these errors caji be
reduced to som.ething less than 0.02 m.icrosecond by proper
application of differential Loran techjiiques.
'.L^-ile it has been shov/n t.iat the present capabilities
of a Loran-C positioning s^rstem fall short of those needed






SHIP POSITION OBSERVED LGRAN RATES S CORRECTIONS
LATITUDE LONGITUDE 9940--Y EY 9940--W EW
(D-M--S) (D-M--Si (>js;1 CjUS) (JLiS)1 <MS)
36 43 45..80 121 55 21..16 42789..34 -0..49 16294,.04 . ]^ ^.08
36 44 3,.40 121 55 32,.34 42791,,13 -0,.40 16293,,46 —1
,
.13
36 44 21,.18 121 55 37..39 42793..04 -0,.39 16292.,73 — 1
,
,02
36 44 37..49 121 55 46,.95 42795,.13 -0,.60 16292.,03 — 1
,
.08
36 44 53..26 121 55 57..71 42796,.93 -0,.52 16291,.43 —1 .30
36 45 8..73 121 56 3..32 42798..67 -0,.44 16290,.44 _ 1 .11
36 45 24.,26 121 56 18..85 42300,,59 -0..52 16239,.82 — i .29
36 45 39,.54 121 56 29..79 42802..29 -0,,40 16233..75 — 1,.04
36 45 55,.10 121 56 4C..C3 42804,,10 -0,,38 16238,.07 —1 .14
3t 46 10..75 121 56 5C..50 42305,,90 -0,.34 16287.,34 ""1
1
.23
36 46 26..28 121 57 0,,69 42807,.88 -0,,50 16286,.59 «
]
.26
36 46 21..46 121 54 59,.24 42304..05 -0,.46 16291. 70 — 1,.19
36 46 14..15 121 54 36..76 42802..73 -0,,49 16292,.74 — i .12
36 41 8..96 121 56 48,.83 42776,,29 -0,.71 16294.,50 —1 .32
36 41 23..35 121 57 4..84 42778,.04 -0,.58 16293,,46 —1 .27
36 41 38..08 121 57 20,.52 42779,.36 -0,.51 16292.,27 _ 1 .07
36 41 52..90 121 57 36,.71 42781..88 -0,.60 16291.,46 — 1 .26
36 42 7..05 121 57 52,.36 42783,,64 -0,,53 16290,.43 —1
.
.19
36 42 21..38 121 58 7,.54 42785,.47 -0,.52 16239,,45 — 1 .17
36 42 36..09 121 58 22,.87 42787,.41 -0,.58 16238.,56 —1 ,25
36 42 48..66 121 58 37,.76 42789,.13 -0,.64 16287,.58 _ 1 .18
36 45 3i..92 121 59 24,.96 42794..46 -0,.41 16284,,50 — 1,.07
36 43 43..27 121 59 43,,80 42796,.20 -0,,50 16233,,55 -1 .17
36 43 54..51 122 3..C6 42797,,93 -0.,60 16282.,59 — ]_ ^.29
36 44 5..37 122 22..30 42799,.46 -0,.55 16281.,48 — 1,.23
36 44 16..04 122 41,.30 42300,.88 -0,,40 16280. 29 —1 ^.08
36 44 38,,22 122 1 19,,23 42304,.21 -0,.52 16278,, 14 — 1 .05
36 44 49..11 122 1 38,,30 42305,.84 -0..57 16277,,11 — X .09
36 45 55..33 121 59 26..80 42803,.76 -0,,49 16281.,07 — 1 ,12
36 45 41,.46 121 59 13,,09 42307,.10 -0,.58 16282.,05 — i. .20
36 45 27..54 121 58 59,.44 42805,.23 -0,.46 16282. 30 " 1 .05
36 45 13,.73 121 58 45,.63 42303,.53 -0,.50 16283,,95 — 1 .29
36 44 59,.70 121 58 31,,71 42801,,74 -0,,47 16284.,66 — 1 .09
36 44 45..76 121 58 18,,10 42799,.97 -0,.46 16285.,58 — i..12
36 44 32,.59 121 58 4,,48 42798,,21 ^0,,36 16286.,60 — 1,.25
36 44 18..14 121 57 50,.54 42796,.59 -0,,55 16287.,39 — 1 ,13
36 43 36,.46 121 57 8,,43 42791,.20 -0,.47 16290..14 — X .16
36 43 22..39 121 56 54..20 42789,.45 ~c.,51 16291.,01 —1 .12
36 43 8,.49 121 5o 39,.85 42787,.67 -0,.51 16292. 02 — X,,22
36 42 54,.36 121 56 25,,29 42735,,91 -0.,56 16293.,04 — 1 ,.31
36 44 37,.74 121 55 13..79 42794,.16 -0,.51 16293.,51 «. 1 .20
36 44 51..46 121 55 27,,53 42795..90 -0,,50 16292- 73 — X .30
36 45 31..58 121 56 8..65 42301,.01 -0,,48 16289. 91 -1
,
.12
36 45 44..99 121 56 22,,64 42802,.73 -0,.49 16289. 05 — 1 .16
36 45 58..40 121 56 36,.68 42804,.49 -0,,53 16238.,00 — 1 .01
36 46 11.,82 121 56 50,,11 42306,.18 -0..52 16287.,17 — X ,06
36 46 25,.41 121 57 3..79 42307,.82 -0,,44 16286. 27 — X ,05




















































LONGITUDE 9940--Y EY 9940-W IEW
(D-M-
-SJ (|is:1 (;js) (JUS) tjULSJ
121 54 2..15 42756,.10 -0..63 16304,,91 — 1 .52
121 54 7..23 42758,.11 -0,.75 16304,.10 — f
,
.32
121 54 12..37 42759..88 '0,.57 16303.,51 — 1,.32
121 54 17, 02 42761..96 -0,,69 16302,.98 — 1 .39
121 54 21..48 42 763..70 -0,.52 16302,.37 — 1 .35
121 54 25..96 42765..64 -0,,51 16301,.51 ^ 1 ^.08
121 54 30,.41 42767,.71 -0,.65 16301..24 — 1 .39
121 54 34,.48 42769..55 -0,.55 16300..54 — X .27
121 51 59..01 42793,.77 -0,,38 16300,,57 — 1 .39
121 51 36..36 42 792,.73 -0,.52 16301., 54 ^1
.
.30
121 51 13..86 42791..46 -0,.42 16302,,66 — X .37
121 50 50..71 42790..39 -0,.49 16303. 66 — 1
,
.31
121 5Q 27,.79 42789..23 -0,.48 16304.,76 — 1 .35
121 50 4..65 42788,.16 -0,.54 16305,,34 ^1 .38
121 49 42,.47 42787,.08 -0,.54 16306,,97 — 1 .50
121 49 19,.35 42785..77 -0,.36 16307,,83 ^X .31
121 49 8,.80 42785,.39 -0,.44 16308. 46 ~-\ ,.47
121 49 23,.93 42784,.82 -0,.53 16308..02 -»1 .41
121 49 45,.94 42784,.91 -0,,41 16307,,30 — 1 ,51
121 50 8,.11 42785,.10 -0,.38 16306. 41 — 1 ,44
121 50 29..67 42785,.42 -0,.50 16305,,64 _ 1 ,47
12:, 50 51..08 4^785,.66 -0,.55 16305.,03 — \ .63
12 . 51 12..84 42785..68 -0,.39 16304,.08 — 1 .48
121 51 34,.76 42785,.97 -0,,51 16302.,97 — 1 <.17
121 51 56..79 42786,.20 -0,,57 16302,,34 — 1 .34
121 52 18,,39 42786,.31 -0,,51 16301. 65 — 1 ,44
121 52 39,.93 42786,.31 -0,,36 16300.,30 — I ,.38
121 53 1..24 42786,.67 -0.,56 16300.,15 -'1 .49
121 53 57..40 42774,.88 -0,,54 16300.,65 — 1 ,29
121 53 55,.19 42774,.14 -0,.55 16301,,00 — 1 .39
121 53 59,.90 42773..15 -0,.55 16301. 17 . 1 ^.50
121 54 11,.26 42771,.85 -0,.51 16300,,71 — 1 .16
121 54 22..47 42770,.50 -0,.44 16300,,86 — 1,,40
121 54 33..85 42769,.34 -0..52 16300, 68 — i..34
121 54 44,.24 42767,.98 -0.,47 16300,,59 — 1 .32
121 54 52..54 42765,,09 -0..69 16300. 98 _ ] .30
121 54 46,.84 42763..11 -0,.62 16301,,82 — 1 .52
121 54 44,.87 42762,.58 -0..63 16302. 00 — ]_ .50
121 54 56..75 42763..09 -0,.67 16301. 07 — 1 .08
121 54 39..24 42771,.52 -0..58 16299.,93 — 1 .25
121 54 43,.91 42773..43 -0,.59 16299,,36 _ ] ,27
121 52 44,.31 42796..14 -0,.36 16298.,30 — 1 .24
121 54 48,.67 42775,.27 '0,,55 16298, 74 — 1 ,24
121 54 53..50 42777..16 -0,.57 16298. 24 — 1 .33






SHIP POSITION OBSERVED LORAN RATES a CORRECTIONS
LATITUDE LONGITUDE 9940--Y EY 9940-•W EW
(0-M--S) (D-M--S) {>JS]1 (>JS) (AIS) (jas)
36 ^2 27..04 121 55 3.,22 42780..93 -0,.61 16296, 95 -1
,
.22
36 42 53..16 121 55 10..47 42783,.80 -0,.67 16295.,94 -I.,10
36 43 10..66 121 55 16..16 42785,.54 -0..50 16295,,40 -1..18
36 43 28..21 121 55 21..57 42787..41 -0,.47 16294..85 -1.>2^
36 46 6,.99 121 54 14..C7 42801..32 -0..42 16293,,93 -1..20
36 45 59,.82 121 53 51..35 42799..98 -0,.42 16294. 90 -1.,06
36 45 52,,68 121 53 29..25 42798,.49 -0,.26 16296,,17 -1,.25
36 45 46.,82 121 53 6..78 42797..52 -0,.51 16297, 15 "^1 .16
36 45 35..36 121 52 21..83 42795,.21 -0..60 16299,,42 — ]_ ,31
36 43 54..84 121 53 23..15 42786,.74 -0,.49 16299,,34 —1 .48
36 43 50,.02 121 53 44,.34 42786..87 -0,.49 16298.,50 — ] ^,40
36 43 45..19 121 54 5..83 42787,.05 -0,.55 16297.,70 — 1 ,37
36 43 43..41 121 54 12,.26 42786,,99 -0,,49 16297,.35 —1 .25
36 43 21,.47 121 54 15..34 42784,.94 -0,.54 16297,,93 — 1 .46
36 43 2..21 121 54 11..96 42782,.93 -0,.55 16298,,45 "i ,.40
36 42 43,,38 121 54 8,.25 42780,.80 -0,.41 16298,,86 —2,
,
.23
36 42 24..10 121 54 4.,72 42778..89 -c..53 16299.,53 —1 .32
36 42 4,.95 121 54 1.,27 42776,.77 -0,,40 16300, 11 f 1 .33
36 40 7,.43 121 54 54,.37 42 766,.74 '0,.54 16300,,52 — 1 .30
36 39 43,.17 121 55 12,.59 42765..04 -0..73 16300. 38 —1 .35
36 39 57,.51 121 55 28,.88 42766..84 '0,.64 16299,.41 . 1 ^.37
36 40 12..03 121 55 45..22 42768.,84 -0,,73 16298.,34 —1,.29
36 40 26..35 121 56 1..30 42770,.63 -0.,63 16297.,46 — 1 .38
36 40 40,.19 121 56 17..08 42772,.38 -0..57 16296,,25 —1 .13
36 40 54..66 121 56 32..98 42774,.29 -0,.58 16295. 39 — 1 .25
36 42 26,.44 121 55 56..84 42782.,30 -0..52 16294.,92 —1 ^.38
36 42 12.,66 121 55 42..86 42780..60 -0,.59 16295,,68 -1 .25
36 41 59..02 121 55 28..S3 42 778,.84 -0,.58 16296.,61 — 1 .30
36 42 1.87 121 55 13..56 42778,.70 -0,,59 16297.,14 — i .26
36 42 18..24 121 55 3,,92 42780,.11 -0,.64 16297,,22 — 1 .31
36 42 42,,74 121 54 49..26 42781..89 -0,.40 16297,,38 — 1 .42
36 43 7..54 121 54 35..92 42784..16 '0..58 16297.,25 — 1,,31
36 43 24..95 121 54 30..55 42785..69 '0,,52 16296,,89 —1 .12
36 43 42..42 121 54 25,.39 42787.,27 -0,.51 16296. 77 —1 .19
36 43 57..08 121 54 33..58 42788.,95 -0,.48 16296,,34 — 1 .43
36 44 10.,34 121 54 46..95 42 790,.67 '0,.50 16295,,19 _i ^.14
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